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This project was implemented as a part of the IT industry that involved various 
domains of IT implementation like banking and restaurant domains. XXXX Solutions 
has reliably been furnishing its customers with amazing programming arrangements 
in a practical way and on time. They likewise give the right devices, advancements 
and aptitude sets to execute most far reaching and complex activities without any 
difficulty. This project focuses on implementation of Performance Engineering and 
ensures enhanced release services, where various applications were tested. Every 
application was closely monitored to define the optimum performance. Applications 
were tuned accordingly in order to meet industry standards of the targeted service-
level response times while there is a significant load applied on the application. 
Finally a comprehensive report with possible recommendations are presented to the 
client and the applications are certified with a Go or No-Go verdict that would help 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
Introduction 
XXXXXXX Solutions is based and head-quartered in Piscataway NJ, is a IT 
consulting and development firm which helps design, develop, deliver and support 
various clients with their application Performance testing and Engineering needs and 
help them tune for optimal performance. The company is specialized in providing 
customized, high-end Business-Technology solutions and services for Insurance, 
Banking, Manufacturing and Capital markets. They have consistently provided its 
clients with high-quality software solutions in a cost-effective manner and on time. A 
typical XXXXXXX Solutions customer has complex, customer-specific workflows 
which handle critical data in an existing IT infrastructure. XXXXXXX Solutions's task 
is to understand the customer's needs and processes, prescribe a correct set of 
tools, and implement the new technology smoothly. The Performance Engineering 
solutions include design, installation, Performance Tuning, Monitoring services, and 
support of Servers and related equipment (Gunther, Maddox, Menasce, & Raj, 2013). 
This capstone project will focus on implementation of Performance 
Engineering that ensures enhanced release services, where various applications are 
tested, debugged and modified accordingly in order to meet several business needs 
and provide outstanding end-user experience (Cucuzzella, 2014). This project 
involves interaction with the business analysts in order to understand what and how a 
workflow is considered as critical, and what has to be done to test it in order to meet 
the desired user experience before an application goes live into production. In 
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addition, this also includes the problem statement, objective and nature and 
significance of the problem. 
Problem Statement 
The business area for XXXXXXX Solutions is providing IT services to various 
markets. They use different automation tools, techniques, to execute most 
comprehensive projects.  
 The recent applications that were released into the production were facing 
issues, where there were situations that the applications were not able to 
handle unexpected load due to high volume of users accessing the 
services.  
 In another case, where a few Service API (Application Programming 
Interface) calls were not meeting the Service-Level requirements set by the 
businesses, which resulted in a setback instead of being released through 
to production and being delayed a release.  
 In addition to that most of the applications were not so effective in 
achieving the desired response times as expected by the customers which 
resulted in reduced clientele. 
 Application testing has become a series of processes, which had no 
customer oriented approach and were being executed for the sake of it, 
and either a GO or a NO-GO results are being proposed, without any 
appropriate recommendations, which resulted in dis-satisfied clients 
thereby, reduced successful closures. 
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Nature and Significance of the Problem 
 XXXXXXX Solutions has a skilled team of business analysts and Performance 
Engineers that works closely with clients that wanted their applications to be tested 
for performance which is a part of software development life-cycle Meier, Farre, 
Bansode, Scott, & Rea, 2007). After thorough system and functional testing of the 
applications in general, most of the applications qualify for a final phase of intensive 
assessment called performance testing. This is the phase where each application is 
taken up, where it is imposed to higher user load and volume that would depict a 
realistic production scenario. In this process of testing, the end-to-end performance of 
an application is measured before it goes live into the production available for the 
end user. Basically performance testing is done to check stability, speed, efficiency 
and effectiveness of the application. The major aim to do performance testing is to 
monitor the application under realistic load scenario. 
 The applications that were ready to hit the production were facing issues like 
high response times leading to dis-satisfied end user experience. Un-responsiveness 
of a few applications due to high user volumes has become a hassle in the 
production, where downtime of an application during a critical period can result in a 
loss of business, thereby resulting in a revenue downfall. In another case, a few web 
based services that invoke instant information from an open source data center, have 
been facing issues due to large amounts of data. This could be due to improper 
indexing and failures in the network monitoring which resulted in denial of few of the 
respective services through to production and delayed releases resulting in 
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postponed service availability to the end user. This usually leads to re-execution of 
performance testing and engineering, applying batch jobs to the applications to fix 
issues, loss of time and money, reduced clientele and revenue. 
Objectives of the Project 
 The objectives of the project were: 
 To make the product or application Zero defect before it moves to 
production within the stipulated time. 
 To ensure the business service-level requirements are met without any 
compromises, thereby ensuring and maintaining high quality standards. 
 Automate the testing process to reduce the testing time for each cycle of 
application testing. 
 To ensure complete coverage of application testing in order to avoid any 
re-executions there by saving time and money. 
 Identify bottlenecks and propose possible recommendation. 
Project Questions 
 What were Service-Level Response times before and after 
implementation? 
 What were the Defects reported and tuned for optimal performance? 
 What was the performance achieved before and after implementation? 
Limitations of the Project 
 The limitations are to not consider any functional aspects of the applications 
as the basic criteria is that the application should be functionally stable in order to 
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qualify for any performance testing. Data creation will not be a part of performance 
testing activities as it is not practically possible to create data that is expected to be 
handled in the production (DBA team can help in data creation that replicates the 
production type scenario) (Meier et al., 2007).     
Definition of Terms 
 Table 1 describes the terminology used during planning. 
Table 1:  Load-runner Objects 
Term Definition 
Vuser Scripts A Vuser script describes the actions that a Vuser performs during the scenario (Moncrieff, 2006). Each 
Vuser executes a Vuser script during a scenario run. The Vuser scripts include functions that measure 
and record the performance of your application components. 
Load Test Tests a system's ability to handle a heavy workload. A load test simulates multiple transactions or users 
interacting with the computer at the same time and provides reports on response times and system 
behavior (Moncrieff, 2006). 
Run-Time Settings Run-Time settings allow you to customize the way a Vuser script is executed. You configure the run-time 
settings from the Controller or VuGen before running a scenario. You can view information about the 
Vuser groups and scripts that were run in each scenario, as well as the run-time settings for each script in 
a scenario, in the Scenario Run-Time Settings dialog box (Moncrieff, 2006). 
Scenario A scenario defines the events that occur during each testing session. For example, a scenario defines 
and controls the number of users to emulate, the actions that they perform, and the machines on which 
they run their emulations. 
Scheduler The Schedule Builder allows you to set the time that the scenario will start running, the duration time of 
the scenario or of the Vuser groups within the scenario, and to gradually run and stop the Vusers within 
the scenario or within a Vuser group. It also allows you to set the load behavior of Vusers in a scenario. 
Session When you work with the Analysis utility, you work within a session. An Analysis session contains at least 
one set of scenario results (lrr file). The Analysis utility processes the scenario result information and 
generates graphs and reports. The Analysis stores the display information and layout settings for the 
active graphs in a file with an .lra extension. Each session has a session name, result file name, database 
name, directory path, and type. 
Transactions A transaction represents an action or a set of actions used to measure the performance of the server. 
You define transactions within your Vuser script by enclosing the appropriate sections of the script with 
start and end transaction statement. 
Vusers Vusers or virtual users are used by LoadRunner as a replacement for human users. When you run a 
scenario, Vusers emulate the actions of human users working with your application. A scenario can 






Table 2 shows the terminology used to describe the result graph. 
 
Table 2:  Graph Information 
 
Term Definition 
Average Average value of the graph measurement's. 
Hits The number of HTTP requests made by Vusers to the Web server. 
Maximum Maximum value of the graph measurement's. 
Measurement This is the type of resource being monitored 
Median Middle value of the graph measurement's. 
Minimum Minimum value of the graph measurement's. 
Network Delay The time it takes for a packet of data sent across the network to go to the requested node and return. 
Network Path The Network Path is the route data travels between the source machine and the destination machine. 
Response time The time taken to perform a transaction. 
Scale (or 
granularity) 
In order to display all the measurements on a single graph, thus making the graphs easier to read and 
analyze, you can change the scale or (granularity) of the x-axis. You can either set measurement scales 
manually, view measurement trends for all measurements in the graph, or let Analysis scale them 
automatically. The Legend tab indicates the scale factor for each resource (LoadRunner, 2002). 
Standard Deviation 
(SD) 
The square root of the arithmetic mean value of the squares of the deviations from the arithmetic mean. 
Throughput Throughput is measured in bytes and represents the amount of data that the Vusers received from the 
server. 
Vuser Load When you run a scenario, the Vusers generate load or stress on the server. LoadRunner monitors the 
effect of this load on the performance of your application (Moncrieff, 2006). 
 
Summary 
 This chapter briefly covered many aspects of the project, pre-dominantly to 
determine the actual problem that exists and how it is affects in real time. The main 
motive of the project and the list of questions are answered at the end of the study. 
The basics limitations are determined and the key terms that are used are being 
listed out with appropriate meanings. The next chapter covers the background and 








Chapter II: Background and Review of Literature 
Introduction  
 This chapter briefly describes about on how the problem is originating and 
narrows down the root causes with the background details and relevant literature. It 
also draws light on the methodology used and implemented towards the project with 
the proposed approach. 
Background Related to the Problem 
 The inability of the applications that are not able to handle load applied in 
production, slowness in the average response time service-level are being identified, 
non-functional requirements are not being met by a lot of applications as testing is 
done just as a part of the process. No engineering done to find out the root cause 
and lack of co-ordination between the current testing team and the project 
infrastructure/development team in identifying the root cause by real-time problem 
solving. 
Literature Related to the Problem 
As a part of modern practices, Performance Engineering is the only way to 
accurately test the end-to-end performance of an application. Performance 
Engineering solutions should be able to: 
 Emulate hundreds or thousands of users interacting with the system using 
minimal hardware. 
 Measure end-user response times. 
 Repeat load in a consistent way. 
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 Monitor system components under load. 
 Provide robust analysis and reporting. 
Performance testing is a discipline which is usually automated that leverages 
people, processes and technology to reduce the risks during application or patch 
deployments Meier et al., 2007). At its core automated performance testing is about 
applying production workloads to pre-deployment systems while simultaneously 
measuring the system performance and end-user experience. 
A well-constructed performance tests should be able to answer questions like: 
 Does the application respond quickly enough for the intended users? 
 Will the application handle the expected user load and beyond? 
 Will the application handle the number of transactions required by the 
business? 
 Is the application stable under expected and un-expected user loads? 
 Will users have a positive experience (i.e., fast response time) on go-live 
day? 
By answering these questions, automated performance testing solutions quantify the 
impact of a change in business terms. This in turn clarifies the risks of deployment. 
An effective automated performance testing process can help the enterprise make 
more informed release decisions and prevent system downtime and availability 
problems and hence implement improved and enhanced release services. 
Literature Related to the Methodology  
 Description of the Performance Testing Process that has to be automated: 
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 Initial business requirement gathering 
 Application overview and understanding the workflow 
 Script development 
 Test Execution 
 Displaying the results 
In Software Development Life-Cycle as the process of performance testing is 
considered as the final stage before the application or the product goes live on to 
production, it mainly depends on how important it is to the business or the end 
customer or clientele, to decide on whether the application or service has to go 
through any performance testing. The application or the service might be handling 
millions of records or transactions which would be the main criteria that decides 
whether it needs any performance testing or not. 
The proposed best-Practices that was Implemented during the Automated 
Performance Testing and Engineering: 
1. Design Phase includes:  
 Identification of Critical Business workflows based on functionality that 
represents high usage, performance, and business risk in performance 
testing. 
 Requirement Gathering for the workflows that are to be performance 
tested. 
 Development of Test Strategies according to the application or service 
that has to be performance tested. 
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2. Build Phase includes:  
 Development of scripts to regenerate the critical workflows that depicts 
or resembles the realistic end-user experience using the automated 
tools like Load-Runner or Jmeter. 
 Planning the tests with respect to the timelines set by the business. 
3. Execution Phase includes:  
 Execution of various tests which would test the realistic production load, 
capacity, endurance and the break-even capabilities of the application. 
 Frequent monitoring during test execution. 
4. Analysis Phase includes:  
 Analysis of results from the test executions. 
 Presenting the test result reports. 
 Identifying issues or bottlenecks that might break the application in 
production. 
 Proposing possible recommendations by working closely with the stake-
holders to resolve the issues. 
 Re-execution of tests if needed. 
 Ensuring service-level requirements and quality assurance confidence 
level required for the businesses or clients. 




Agile methodology is an alternative to traditional project management, typically 
used in software development. It helps teams respond to unpredictability through 
incremental, iterative work cadences, known as sprints. Agile methodologies are an 
alternative to waterfall, or traditional sequential development (Agile Methodology, 
2008). 
Scrum is the most popular way of introducing Agility due to its simplicity and 
flexibility. Because of this popularity, many organizations claim to be “doing Scrum” 
but aren’t doing anything close to Scrum’s actual definition. Scrum emphasizes 
empirical feedback, team self-management, and striving to build properly tested 
product increments within short iterations. Doing Scrum as it’s actually 
defined usually comes into conflict with existing habits at established non-Agile 
organizations (Agile Methodology, 2008). 
Scrum has only three roles: Product Owner, Team, and Scrum Master. These 
are described in detail by the Scrum Training Series. The responsibilities of the 
traditional project manager role are split up among these three Scrum roles. Scrum 
has five meetings: Backlog Grooming (aka Backlog Refinement), Sprint 
Planning, Daily Scrum (aka 15-minute standup), the Sprint Review Meeting, and 
the Sprint Retrospective Meeting (Agile Methodology, 2008). 
 Agile development methodology provides opportunities to assess the direction 
of a project throughout the development lifecycle. This is achieved through regular 
cadences of work, known as sprints or iterations, at the end of which teams must 
present a potentially shippable product increment. By focusing on the repetition of 
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abbreviated work cycles as well as the functional product they yield, agile 
methodology is described as “iterative” and “incremental.” In waterfall, development 
teams only have one chance to get each aspect of a project right. In an agile 
paradigm, every aspect of development—requirements, design, etc.—is continually 
revisited throughout the lifecycle. When a team stops and re-evaluates the direction 
of a project every two weeks, there’s always time to steer it in another direction (Agile 
Methodology, 2008). 
The results of this “inspect-and-adapt” approach to development greatly 
reduce both development costs and time to market. Because teams can develop 
software at the same time they’re gathering requirements, the phenomenon known 
as “analysis paralysis” is less likely to impede a team from making progress. And 
because a team’s work cycle is limited to two weeks, it gives stakeholders recurring 
opportunities to calibrate releases for success in the real world. Agile development 
methodology helps companies build the right product. Instead of committing to 
market a piece of software that hasn’t even been written yet, agile empowers teams 
to continuously replan their release to optimize its value throughout development, 
allowing them to be as competitive as possible in the marketplace. Development 
using an agile methodology preserves a product’s critical market relevance and 







 This chapter covered the background and the literature of the problem. It also 
described the proposed methodology used and explained different phases of how the 











Chapter III: Methodology 
Introduction  
 This chapter contains the architecture of the methodology that was proposed 
to be implemented is used in design of the project. It also covers the data collection 
and analysis with the proposed timelines. 
Design of the Study 
 This project is implemented and executed using the Load/Automation testing 
tool called HP-LoadRunner (HPVirtualUser, 2010). It consists of four components 
Virtual-User Generator, Controller, Load Generator and Analysis.  
 The Virtual-user generator is the platform where the load critical workflows 
are recorded, code is developed, debugged and enhanced to handle 
possible errors during testing. 
 The Controller is the platform where the Load critical scenarios are 
designed in such a way that it replicates a realistic production like scenario. 
 Load Generators are the LoadRunner agents where the Load for that 
particular scenario is generated which executed the workflow throughout 
the test execution. 
 Analysis is the reporting platform where all the non-functional metrics are 
recorded and analyzed according to the needs to identify response times, 
transactions per second, throughput per bytes achieved. 
Typically once an application is assigned the end-to-end performance testing 
and engineering needs are considered and complete ownership is taken up by our 
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team of Performance engineers (HPVirtualUser, 2010). The process is simplified into 
four basic phases. 
 Design phase that includes Requirements Gathering and Development of 
Test Plan. 
 Build Phase involves script development using tools like LoadRunner or 
Jmeter. 
 Execute Phase includes the execution of various tests and monitoring the 
Application under test during execution. 
 Analysis phase involves the analysis of results from the test executions 
and presenting a Test Results Report. 
Requirements Gathering Phase 
During this phase the Performance team members interact with key points of 
contacts from the project team to gather performance requirements. Requirements 
are generally re-factored as business, technical, system and team requirements 
(HPVirtualUser, 2010). Business requirements are generally gathered by meeting 
with the BA’s and the Developers which are narrowed down as follows: 
 An Application Overview or the demo on how to use the application is 
used is provided to the performance engineering team to understand at a 
high-level also an architectural diagram might be shared through a 
business requirement document. 
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 Load Critical business process list is also shared based on business 
criticality (business risk), high usage (volume risk) and those that might 
impact the performance by using the system resources (performance risk). 
 Load Critical transactions are listed which carry-out key activities of the 
business process that needs to be measured under load. 
 Technical Requirements can be gathered by meeting with system 
administrators, developers and database administrators (DBA) which might 
be an integral part of the business project team or the dev-ops team of the 
organization. Ex: End-point URL’s, Test data inputs, etc. 
 An Environment walkthrough is conducted by the systems or 
infrastructure team on the testing architecture. 
 Systems scope meeting is held to discuss and agree what pieces of the 
system will be stubbed out or excluded from the testing process. 
 Production Vs Test Environment is sorted to identify any differences as it 
is quite common to have a smaller testing environment than a production 
environment, which might bring about a need for scaling the workload 
during the performance test execution.  
 Types of Performance tests: based on the project timelines and usage of 
the application and goals, different types of performance tests are to be 




 Baseline Test: It is low volume test (1 or 2 users) to make sure the 
application and the infrastructure is setup correct and also to get baseline 
results to compare with higher volume tests. 
 Load test: It is executed to test the usage of application at peak load, 
includes number of users, transaction mix and load rate seen at peak 
usage of load typically run for 1, 2, or 3 hours.  
 
Figure 1: Load Test Sample Graph 
 Stress Test: The goal is to stress the application typically by increasing the 
load by 2 or 3 times the load in a load test. It is typically run for 1, 2, or 3 
hours with different steady states.  
 
Figure 2: Stress Test Sample Graph 
 Endurance test: It is also called a soak test where the goal is to test and 
make sure the application is stable for extended periods of time and to 
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identify slow development of issues like memory leak, usually it is run for a 
steady state of 8, 16, or 24 based on usage.  
 
Figure 3: Endurance Test Sample Graph 
 Capacity test: It is used to find out the breaking points, load is gradually 
increased until the application breaks. 
 Fail-over test: It is executed to monitor the system behavior when one of 
the system components is deliberately caused to fail in the middle of the 
testing, and see how the application and its infrastructure handle that 
failure. 
Below are the requirements that a performance engineer should be certain on 
which would lay a foundation so that one can come up with a comprehensive test 
plan:  
 How many users the application supports at normal and peak periods? 
 How many transactions/sec must the application be able to process? 
 What are the min and max acceptable response times for all business-
critical transactions? 
 How do the user communities connect to the system? 
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 What are the system workloads experienced in production? What are the 
transaction mixes? 
 When is the project scheduled for deployment to production? 
 When will the final stable build be available in the test environment? 
 Are there any constraints on environment availability, will it be a stand-
alone or will be shared with another team like a UAT or QA? 
 What is server information to be configured for setting up monitoring? 
 What is the timeframe for completion of performance testing? 
Performance Test Planning and Approval 
After gathering the requirements, a comprehensive test plan that contains the 
scope, objective, focus and approach of the testing effort is put together which also 
includes goals, scope, load critical transactions, load rates, types of tests, timelines, 
key stakeholders who approve the plan, risks/assumptions, environment information. 
Performance test strategy document is a key deliverable that states all the 
requirements (Meier et al., 2007). A walkthrough is provided to all the stakeholders 
on what activities to be done thereby seeking approval accordingly and proceed 
further with the performance testing activities. 
Build phase. The Build phase includes developing scripts for all the sorted 
load critical business workflows and load critical transactions using tools like 
LoadRunner or Jmeter. The scripts are enhanced, fully debugged and scenarios are 




Execute phase.      
 During the execute phase the test scenarios that are setup are executed. 
While executing the tests using either LoadRunner’s Controller or 
Performance Center or the Thread groups in Jmeter, metrics like response 
times(average, 90%), hits/sec, throughput and number of running Vusers 
are monitored.  
 Server and infrastructure metrics like CPU, memory, disk, etc. for web 
servers, application servers and DB servers are monitored using 
monitoring tools like HP Sitescope, CA Intrascope(Wily), Dynatrace, etc. It 
is possible to setup additional monitoring using HP diagnostics or Jprofiler 
to monitor the JVM(Java virtual machine) in the application server or AWR 
Reports to monitor SQL queries executing in the oracle DB. 
 While executing the scenarios, if any issues or bottlenecks are identified, 
then the performance test engineer identifies the root cause of the 
issue(code, DB, server configuration, network, etc.) and co-ordinates with 
the appropriate team like the developers, system admins, DBA’s while they 
fix the issue. 
Analyze phase. During this phase the performance test result reports are 
prepared based on the results from the execution recommendations are made 
accordingly. 
  It is considered as a mixture of both qualitative and a quantitative approach as 
it depends on the quantitative factors such as speed, time, cost and resource 
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utilization and also qualitative factors such as meeting the business needs and 
necessities like volume, business and performance risks, thereby increasing Quality 
Assurance confidence level. 
Below is an architectural representation on the Performance Engineering 
process implemented for this project (Figure 4). It shows the proposed automated 






Figure 4: Architectural Representation of Performance Engineering Process 
Performance Engineering 
Create Test Plan 





 The data collection for this project depends on the application that was 
proposed for performance testing during my terms at Capital One and Yum Group. 
Capital One being the banking domain and Yum Group being the Restaurant domain.  
Client 1-Project 1: Project name-OECP CSquared. The requirement for 
performance testing for the OECP API’s a middleware application was the scope of 
the performance testing engagement. We had to find out the response times of the 
API’s that call the Mongo DB which contained 3 million records which hold the 
customer profile preference and the profile chunks that contain the picture ID and the 
respective outputs. 
A comprehensive test strategy was defined and shared with the stake holders 
with the requirements to be met as in Figure 5 below. 
 





Figure 6: Client 1–Project 1–P.T. Acceptance Criteria after Day 1 
Client 1-Project 2: Silver Surfer-Batch Processing Performance Testing. 
Using the Load generation tool performance center RTE connections will be 
established to the Hadoop servers hosting the data set and the processes were 
executed in the performance testing environment. LoadRunner will hit the Hadoop 
servers to run the batch processes. As it was something new that the project team 
was doing they had no clue on how to decide on what would be the estimated 
response times and the transactions that are to be met at a given peak time usage of 
that application. It was something for our performance team that was to decide which 
made us the pilot for this particular engagement as our testing would decide the 
benchmarks for it. In accordance to that we can see below all the batch jobs are 





Figure 7: Client 1–Project 2–P.T. Acceptance Criteria for Batch Processing 
Client 2 - Project 1: The TB Web Ordering Project. Tacobell had a 
collaboration with software service vendors like Deutche, Cardfree, Tillster, and 
XPIENT which combined happened to work together to develop the Taco-Bell Web 
Ordering user interface for which the performance testing was to be done for the 
Cardfree API’s that were triggered in the process of placing web orders. Different use 
cases were sorted and identified for which the SLA’s are in the below business 
requirements document. 
Please refer page No 35 for SLA. 
Client 2-Project 2: The TB Digital Dine In Project. The Tacobell IT team has 
introduced a concept of Digital Dine-In for the first time as they introduced Digital 
kiosks in four locations in and around the University of California Irvine as a pilot 
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launch for which the web API’s are triggered for placing the orders in the stores 
instantly thereby using XML messaging that actually created the order using the 
digital kiosk. The target is to simulate the user load that is realistic on the kiosk 
machines which hit the DDI server by automating manually generated orders that are 
expected in a peak hour and measure the response times of the API’s used also to 
certify the application performance. 
 
 
Figure 8: Client 2–Project 2–P.T. Acceptance Criteria for DDI 
Data Analysis  
 Predominantly the Performance testing tools that were used are LoadRunner 
and Performance Center as the automation tools. HP diagnostics and HP Sitescope 
are the monitoring tools that were used in Capital One. With the yum group the 
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Performance testing tools are the same as before, i.e., LoadRunner that was licensed 
to 1500 VUser concurrency in a stand-alone Controller machine that was located in 
Louisville, KY. Although there were internal vendors that were monitoring the 
performance metrics using their in-house tools, the performance testing team had to 
align with them all the time for test executions and co-ordinate accordingly and guide 
them by pin-pointing the bottlenecks that were causing the performance of the 
application. 
Budget 
 The project was completed within the cost that was estimated by the Business 
Analysts, there were no additional costs that were incurred during development of the 
project. 
Timeline 
The time taken to complete each project listed in this chapter is usually over 3 
months of rigorous effort by various teams to finish them to be available and to meet 
their release deadlines thereby enhancing the Release Services. 
Table 3: Timelines 
Activity Timeline 
Literature review Proposal April 2015 
Planning May 25th 2015 
Analysis June 15th 2015 
Design June 15th 2015 to July 20th 2015 
Execution Aug 3rd 2015 to Aug 29th 2015 
Testing Sept 7th 2015 to Oct 3rd 2015 
Closure Oct 5th 2015 to Oct 23rd 2015 





The data analysis that was covered here were the initial requirements for all 
the projects that were concentrated on simultaneously and in the next chapter comes 
the actual execution phase with the findings as recommendations that were shared 









Chapter IV: Data Presentation and Analysis 
Introduction 
 The progress of all the four projects that are a part of this chapter and also 
explains how the Performance engineering has been effective in enhancing the 
applications that allowed smooth releases. 
Data Presentation and Analysis  
As a part of the work assigned for the following projects, the test plan and 
initial data was collected by organizing meetings. The knowledge transfer for 
following projects was documented as below.  
  
 





























Figure 12: Client 1–Project 2–P.T. Approach and Architecture 
Client 2-Project 1: The TB Web Ordering Project. Tacobell Web Ordering was 
a high visibility project as there were many vendors involved in the development of 
the Web Ordering Site. Below are the test cases that are considered as critical are as 
follows for which we were testing against. The realistic scenarios were sorted which 








Figure 13: Client 2–Project 1–P.T. Approach and Use Cases 
For the above critical workflows that are considered as the test cases the 
workload has been derived to replicate the realistic scenario and the number of users 
were simulated accordingly based on the production metrics that are live already 
which use the same API’s that of the mobile application that was developed a year 









Figure 14: Workload Derivation for the Registered Users 
 





Figure 16: Workload Derivation for the Guest Users 
 
Figure 17: Volumetric Data for Guest Users 
After simulating the workload as derived scenarios have been designed in the 
Controller machines to replicate the realistic production like situation the testing was 






Figure 18: Single User Load Test: Results 
While the project team has been working on the outliers of the previous test 
the scenario was designed to simulate 10% user Load for which the interpretation of 











Figure 19: 10% User Load: Results 
 
 
Figure 20: Defects Identified 
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The development team was working on the updates on the application while 








Figure 21: 25% User Load Results and Defects  
However there were outliers that did not meet the SLA the issues related to 
the code are resolved and it was just the server responses that caused bottlenecks 
by effecting response times for the outliers. 
 




The Test Details are as follows: 
 










The compared results are as follows: 
 
 






 @100% The Load Response time analysis was sorted as follows: 
 
 
Figure 23: Defects and Spikes Obtained 
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The response times for various transactions are as follows that did not meet 




Figure 24: List of Response Time Outliers 
Below are the Code related issues and the respective responses that were 







Figure 25: Code Issues Identified 
Had to re-execute the test after the development team worked on the defects 
identified on all levels. Load was accountable to narrow down the issues for which 


















Figure 26: Re-execution of 50% and 100% Load Test and Comparison of Results 
 
Figure 27: List of Outliers with Respect to Response Times 
The major outliers were observed and reported. There were a lot of Code 







Figure 28: Code Related Issues 
Also the database was optimized and tuned to improve the performance. The 
tests were re-executed after the changes. The project team was addressed and 
notified about the results and the recommendations were proposed in accordance 
with changes in Code, DB and scalability related issues. 
The acceptance Criteria was changed to 18orders/day per store which had 
5900 stores and the Load was simulated to match the respective transactions. As the 
response times were reasonably good except a few outliers it was decided to go with 































Figure 29: Load/Endurance Test Results 
There were a lot of server responses that were causing the slow-ness which 
were promptly reported to the infrastructure and the dev-ops team. 
 
The endurance test was re-executed as the issues identified were being 















As the last hour of the steady state had improved response times the analysis 







Although the failure rate was higher than the threshold the overall response 






The errors were listed as below: 
 
Figure 30: Re-execution of Load/Endurance Test Results 
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As the response time times were met it was decided to do a final Load/Spike 
Test and the scenario was designed accordingly where the initial steady state was for 
3 hours just to check whether the spike can be reproduced and the load was doubled 
and a 30 minutes steady state was maintained post which the load was reduced to 






Comparison of the Average response time graph vs running Vusers and Error 
graph vs running Vusers are as follows: 
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Running VUser Graph Vs. Error Graph 
 
 






The Average response time during the spike where the load was double for 30 




Figure 31: Load/Endurance (Spike) Test Results 
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From the above test it was clear that the failure rate was less than 1% being 
the first factor and the meeting of all the SLA was the second major factor which 
allowed us to certify that the application performance was optimum which made it 
eligible for a release into production. 
Yum Group Project 2: TB Digital Dine In Project. This was a prestigious 
project for tacobell as it was their first. The test cases were shared for which the test 




Figure 32: Client 2–Project 2–Project Description, Scope and Objective 
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Figure 34: Client 2–Project 2-P.T. Strategy, Approach and Assumptions 
The Load was simulated to meet 0.03 TPS for all the transactions and the 










There was a single transaction that remained an outlier for not meeting the 
SLA but as it was a fraction of second which was considered as negligible making it 








Figure 35: Load Test Results 
The error rate was zero and no failure made it easy on us to execute the 
stress test with no issues. As the threshold was 10 kiosks that the server could 
handle it was decided that not more than 10Vuser concurrency was to be used in our 
tests and the load was simulated accordingly. The stress test was designed to meet 



























Figure 36: Stress Test Results 
Again the error and the failure rate was zero which again helped us to certify 
the application to be a perfect GO to the production. 
Summary  
 This chapter covered all the data represented and used in different aspects of 
the performance testing life cycle. The analysis is the data collected in terms of 
correctness towards margin calculations is represented using various table. Results, 










Chapter V: Results, Conclusion, and Recommendations 
Introduction 
 This chapter throws light on the project results that are obtained after the 
implementation of the project, conclusion of the project and finally recommendations 
that are actualized during the implementation of the project.  
Results 
 Implemented the Performance testing and Engineering methodologies in order 
to enhance the release services. The results obtained are accurate and precisely 
defined. 
Project Questions 
What were Service-Level Response times before and after implementation? 
 





Figure 38: SLA after Implementation 
 What were Defects reported and tuned for optimal performance? 
 
Figure 39: Defect Listings 
 
Figure 40: Graphical Stability of the Application during Execution 
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 What was the performance achieved before and after implementation? 
 
Figure 41: Performance of Servers before Execution 
 
Figures 42: Performance of Servers after Execution 
 The memory usage was less as the browser caching was utilizing the posted 
data virtually.  
Conclusion 
           The study was about implementing Performance Engineering methodologies 
to help enhance the Release services of all the application going across the IT board, 
making sure they meet requirements like service-level response time, transactions 
per second, throughput, etc. Also engineering the performance bottlenecks and fixing 
them which helps in eliminating potential non-functional issues in production. 
Recommendations 
           Despite the fact that the process was effectively implemented, there were a 
few outstanding areas which required consideration. 
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 All the scenarios designed might not replicate the exactness of the 
production like standards as depending on the availability of the 
infrastructure and its scalability to replicate the infrastructure in production. 
 Any bottlenecks identified are addressed to its fullest remediation to fix 
respective issues by the Development & Operations teams. This involves 
issues with code, database, infrastructure and network related, etc. Only 
then the applications are certified for Optimum performance 
  Any changes or remediation in the code, database, network or 
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